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Those still defending the actions of career criminal Hillary Clinton deserve a
medal for their stubbornness in the face of their obvious visual and moral
handicaps.
What the liberal media once claimed was a far too cruel nickname in “Crooked
Hillary” now seem like a farce. It would as if someone were to describe the
amicable, late children’s television icon Fred Rogers as “a tolerable fella” in that
neither description comes close to scratching the surface on these two distinctly
opposed public figures.
Now that Clinton has been forced into a retreat of sorts, having been irrevocably
embarrassed by populist President Donald Trump during the 2016 general election,
there is more muck being unearthed from beneath her feet than could be found in
the Okefenokee Swamp.
Not only has Clinton been implicated in a number of scams to dethrone the
otherwise successful Bernie Sanders during the 2016 primaries, but Clinton’s time
as Secretary of State under President Obama has been tainted with a sort of rot that
only her family’s brand of political shamanism can conjure.
Namely, Hillary’s hellacious “pay to play” schemes in which she would funnel
money from foreign dignitaries into The Clinton Foundation, managed by her
husband Bill and daughter Chelsea, in order for these same VIP’s to gain an
audience with the most powerful women in the U.S. at the time.
Among these properly vile instances of corruption lies a doozy: The so-called
“Uranium One” deal in which the foundation received massive donations in order

to influence the Obama administration into striking up a nuclear arrangement with
the Russians, who are now, of course, the enemy once again…mysteriously.
Just how much money exchanged hands in that treasonous abuse of
power? Millions, according to new estimates.
“An FBI informant involved in the controversial Uranium One deal has told
congressional committees that Moscow paid millions to a U.S. lobbying firm in a
bid to influence then-Secretary of State Hillary Clinton by helping former
President Bill Clinton’s charities during the Obama administration.
“The Hill first reported late Wednesday that informant Douglas Campbell gave a
10-page statement to the Senate Judiciary Committee, House Intelligence
Committee and House Oversight and Government Reform Committee, and was
interviewed for several hours behind closed doors by committee staff.
“In the statement, obtained by Fox News, Campbell said Russian executives told
him that Moscow was hiring APCO Worldwide in an effort to influence the Obama
administration and Hillary Clinton.
“Campbell said Russian nuclear officials ‘told me at various times that they
expected APCO to apply a portion of the $3 million annual lobbying fee it was
receiving from the Russians to provide in-kind support for the Clinton’s Global
Initiative.’”
When Donald Trump speaks of “draining the swamp”, Hillary Clinton is precisely
the sort of vermin that he intends to incapacitate.
This wholesale disregard for the safety of the American people at the behest of The
Clinton Foundation is completely unacceptable, inexcusable, and more than
illegal. It is amoral on a level that we have not experience in recent political
history, and, quite frankly, the American people deserve answers and retribution
for these crimes.
Hopefully, The Donald’s drainage will do the trick.

